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IELTS WRITING TASK 2 
Q-Some people prefer shopping in shopping centers while others prefer local markets. What are the 

advantages of each? Which shopping experience do you choose? 

-Give reasons for your answer and include relevant examples from your knowledge or 

experience. 
 

Answer 1: (In favor of shopping centers.) 
Because of the various advantages, shopping complexes have become more popular than 

local markets, particularly in many cities. Despite this, people prefer local markets because of 

the advantages they provide. This essay will go over the benefits of each type of marketplace. 

I like shopping malls for local needs. 

 

On the one hand, modern shopping malls provide a much better environment and a diverse 

range of shops in a single location. The stores are well-organized, provide a better shopping 

experience, and save time by allowing customers to meet all their needs under one roof. 

Furthermore, the environment in shopping malls is far superior to that of local markets. These 

stores accept digital payment methods such as credit and debit cards, which is convenient for 

these cardholders. It is frequently stated that shopping malls are the future of shopping, while 

local markets are a relic of a bygone era. 

 

On the other hand, local markets also offer people a wide range of advantages and products. 

For example, the freshness of vegetables, fish, and fruits could be a great advantage of 

shopping from local markets. The low price is another reason many people think local 

markets are better places for shopping. In addition, local small business vendors sell their 

products in a traditional market and often support the local economy. Therefore, these 

advantages exemplify the advantages and importance of such conventional markets. 

 

To conclude, shopping centers and local markets both have various positive aspects. The 

preference often depends on the type of product we buy and the convenience we seek. I 

believe shopping centers provide a better shopping experience, so I mainly shop from a 

shopping center. 
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